Council seemed Reserved last night
All right, we found out last night that the S&T 2018 is now unofficially at a loss of $1.89 million dollars. I say
unofficially because all the expenses and revenues are not accounted for. Let’s all hope that the mayor is not the
one doing the tabulation. I refer you all to last year’s mayoral accounting, when he stood in front of council and told
us all that we only lost $30k. What a joke. As it wound up we lost over $700k, and mayor Black will still not admit to
it. After all you can’t put a price on happiness right?? Now he tells us that we will not see an increase on our tax
bills because don’t you know, he can mysteriously pay for this huge loss by utilizing our city reserves, and move
things around. The TTA does not buy into this hokus pokus accounting. If you all watched the meeting, you might
have taken notice that all the councilors who voted for these gambles and who called those opposed to these
gambles ``Naysayers``, did not make one lousy comment. These enablers sat thereon their hands as quiet as a
mouse. But holy smokes a 4 way stop was proposed last night by councilor Farrell, and everyone had an opinion
about that. Councilor Campbell and Dubeau let our mayor have it last night. It was a well deserved tongue lashing
in our opinion. How can hard working taxpayers trust this particular regime with their tax dollars? You can`t that`s
how. They spend like drunken soldiers, not caring one bit where this money actually comes from. Any incumbent
who is foolish enough to run again for re-election, and voted in support of this gamble, should not be voted for in
our opinion. The city cannot relive another 4 years of this.
Councilor Farrell wants a 4 way stop
It seems that she was approached and told that people exiting Jean street unto Shirley street. are frustrated
because they have to wait a few minutes . She should have used some common sense in this endeavour noting
that Jean ST. is a 50 KMPH road and where these frustrated drivers exit on Shirley st. they do so exiting on a 40
kph a much slower rate of speed thus much safer in our opinion. Come on let’s use some common sense for a
minute, the city cannot install 4 way stops all over the city. This is just Councilor Farell attempting to show her
constituents. ``Hey look at me I`m working on your behalf``. Where was all this concern when she was voting in
favour to gamble $ millions of tax payers dollars, on yet another failed festival.

